
Ukulele Class 
January 19, 2019

ONE THING TO DO BEFORE CLASS (if  you have time)
Watch the first few episodes of  Bernadette Teaches Music's 30 Day Ukulele Challenge
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq&app=desktop

FOUR THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE CLASS (if  possible)
(learning these before the workshop will result in faster learning and less frustration)

1 Names of  the Strings - G C E A (see page 4)

2 the Frets, where they are - Wires across the neck (see page 4)

3 How to hold your Ukulele (page 5 or watch on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qICHCiVkNRg&index=5&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq&t=0s)

>sound hole forward
>right forearm holds the ukulele to your body
>2 o'clock position
>"thumbs up" - thumb against the back of  the neck
>left fingers curved
>tips of  left fingers press the strings down
>right fingers just over the end of  the fret board

4 How to tune your Ukulele (page 6 or watch on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9ESYlESDJ90&t=0s&index=3&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq)

FIVE THINGS YOU WILL LEARN

1 Music consists of  Melody, Rhythm, Harmony, and song.  We will learn the basics of  playing melody 
and rhythm on the ukulele.  We will spend most of  our time on harmony (strumming chords) and 
singing.

2 Very basic music theory.  In Western music, harmony (or chords) consists of  3 notes (rarely more than
3) played or sung at the same time.

3 How the ukulele strings relate to the notes on a piano.  How to play a simple melody.

4 Six basic chords in two keys and how to change from one chord to another.

5 X(some number) songs using up to four chords.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ESYlESDJ90&t=0s&index=3&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qICHCiVkNRg&index=5&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq&app=desktop


What is a ukulele?

A member of  the lute family, acoustic or electronic, 4-gut or nylon strings, fretted instrument that is
plucked or strummed not bowed.
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Lute  Mandolin

Solid Body Ukulele

Balalaika

Not one of  these:



Various Ukulele Sizes
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...and Shapes...



Parts of  the ukulele 
     Headstock, Neck (with Nut and Frets), Body (with Sound Hole, Bridge, and Saddle), Strings

KNOW: Names of  the strings (G, C, E, A)
KNOW: Where the frets are
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Holding your Ukulele

Hold it against your lower ribs, right forearm against upper uke body, body vertical, neck up at a slight 
angle.

Hold your left thumb  against back of  neck near nut, left fingers curled up over strings, right hand 
fingers over base of  fretboard.

Your thumb does NOT wrap around the neck.  Press the pad of  your thumb against the back of  the 
neck.  Practice holding a pencil between your finger tips and the tip of  your thumb.

Where To Press The Strings
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Correct
Right in the middle

Not Correct
Too High

Not Correct
Too Low



Tuning your ukulele
 

The G string on your ukulele will be either a "High-G" or a "Low-G", and they are tuned differently.

First, How Do You Know Which Tuning You Have????
The best way is to look at and feel your G and C strings.  The strings get fatter (or 
thicker) as the tone goes down.  They get thinner or skinnier as the tone goes up.

So, if  your G string is FATTER than the C string, you have "Low-G" tuning.  

And if  your G string is SKINNIER than the C string, you have "High-G" tuning.

Tuner App for your smartphone (get one even if  you have a clip on tuner)
Advantages: free and "always" with you
Disadvantages: Will pick up the sound of  someone else's ukulele

Clip-on Tuner
Advantages: easy to use, accurate, inexpensive (about $10)
Disadvantages: uses a battery, so keep a spare

Relative tuning - this is what you do when (1) you don't have a tuner or (2) you don't care about 
absolute accuracy (like when trying out a several ukuleles at a music store).

Additional Information
There are seven octaves (enumerated as C D E F G A B plus the 5 black keys) on a full sized piano keyboard (plus 3 
extra notes on the bottom and 1 extra on the top).

Each octave has a number associated with it.  The 1st octave, way down to the left on the bass end, is number 1.  
The octave with middle-C is the 4th octave.  The last octave on the right is the 7th.

If  you just talk about the C note, you could be referring to any of  8 C notes (one for each octave plus that last key 
on the right end).  To be precise, you have to indicate the octave as well as the note.  This is done with a subscript.  
Middle-C is the start of  the 4th octave, so it could be written C4.  So here are the notes of  your ukulele:

"High-G" is G4 C4 E4 A4

"Low-G" is  G3 C4 E4 A4
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If  you have “High-G” tuning
start with C string – tune to a good pitch 
On the C string, press at the 4th fret, that's an E, so tune the E string, 
On the E string, press the 5th fret, that's an A, so tune the A string, 
On the E string, press the 3rd fret, that's a G, so  tune the G string

If  you have “Low-G” tuning
start with G string – tune to a good pitch
On the G, press at the 5th fret, that's a C, so tune the C string
On the C string press at the 4th fret, that's an E, so tune the E string, 
On the E string press the 5th fret, that's an A, so tune the A string, 



Thumps and Chuks (or Chunks), Chords, and Plucking

Thumps and Chuks are aspects of  percussive or rhythmic elements in music.  We won't do much of  this
in the workshop, but you should know they exist.  

Thumps: Think of  the horse running along as you play the William Tell Overture.  Drum your fingers
on the body of  the ukulele or on the bridge.

The chunk (or chuck or chuk) is used frequently.  You only hear the percussive sound of  the strumming
finger hitting the strings.

- Hold your left fingers lightly across the strings then strum quickly across the strings with your right 
thumb or index finger.

- Place the side of  your right hand across the strings then strum with your index finger.

Mutes are closely related to chucks, but instead of  hearing only the percussive sound, first you play the 
chord then you silence it by placing your hand down on the strings.  Look at this video for one version 
(even though she calls it a chuck, I think of  it as a mute). https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3usZZLBFn98

Here is a different type of  mute: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgzuPpaUfvE

Chords

When playing chords, you usually don't want to mute the strings, you want the individual notes to ring 
out (or sustain).

Chords are the harmony elements in music - several notes played at the same time.

You can strum with your thumb, or your index finger, or the nails of  all four fingers.  Here is the famous
Jake Shimaukuro explaining it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eufeQNx5xXg.

Plucking or Picking

Think of  playing a harp with one or several fingers pulling then releasing strings.  Unlike a strum where
your thumb or index finger plays several strings at once, when plucking, one finger plucks one string.  
Plucking the strings is used in a style called fingerpicking.  Here is Bernadette showing a basic 
fingerpicking technique: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wilMexuvFgA&t=0s&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq&index=23
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Chords and chord charts
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Circle at top indicates
open string (no fretting)

Black circle indicates
fretting position (in this
case 3rd fret, A string)

Number at bottom
indicates the finger to
use (in this case ring
finger)

Here “2fr.” indicates this
chord shape starts on the
2nd fret

Numbers at the bottom
indicate which fingers to
use on each string

These are ways to indicate that one finger covers multiple strings or “barring” the strings.
In two of the examples, the numbers inside the circles indicate which finger to use.

C7

Chord Chart  vs.  Standard Music Notation



Basic Chords

No finger chord C6 
One finger chords C C7 CM7  A7 Am Fadd9

Strumming - one finger chords
    
     Lime in the Coconut - C7
     

Two finger chords  F A D7 

Two chord songs
     Achy Breaky Heart - F C (playalong uses G and D7)
     

American Authors - Best Day Of  My Life - C F
(video)

Justin Timberlake - Can't Stop The Feeling - C Am F
(video)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjyf0hUYjQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvh83QAA7D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvh83QAA7D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvh83QAA7D0
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What does ukulele music look like?
Here are some examples:
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Frets, strings, and notes

Western music (almost all of  it) uses the notes that are on a piano keyboard.  The full sized modern 
keyboard has 88 keys (52 white and 36 black).  A ukulele can produce 22 to 34 of  them depending on 
size of  the ukulele.

Each open string and each fret position corresponds to one key on the piano.  
Your C-string is the same as middle-C.  If  you press at the 1st fret on the C-string, you have C-
sharp or C#.  If  you press on the 2nd fret on the C-string, you have D.  Going up one more fret 
(to the 3rd) you come to D#.  Up one more (to the 4th) you come to E.  And you could continue
further "up" the frets.

Your E-string, going up one fret at a time, has the notes F F# G G# A which brings you to the 
A-string.

Similarly, the A-string has the notes A# B C C# D... all the way up to the next octave.

C Major Scale                                  String and Fret                              Music Note
DO C-string open C

RE C-string fret 2 D

MI E-string open E

FA E-string fret 1 F

SO E-string fret 3 G

LA A-string open A

TI A-string fret 2 B

DO A-string fret 3 C
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Three Finger Chords - G, G7, D

Major Scales (C and G only)
1 
do

2 
re

3 
mi

4 4 
fa

5 
so

6 la

Key of  C C D E F F G A

Key of  G G A B C C D E

Chords of  Major Keys (C and G only)
I ii iii IV V vi VII

Key of  C C Dm Em F G7
or 
G

Am Bdim

Key of  G G Am Bm C D7
or 
D

Em Fdim

Changing from one chord to another - key of  C

One and two chord songs
     Keith Urban - One Chord Song - G (playalong)
     Hank Williams - Jambalaya - C G7 (playalong)

Three and four chord songs
     Harry Belafonte - Jamaica Farewell - C F G7 (Cynthia Lin 75%) 
     Bob Marley - Three Little Birds - C F G7 (video)
     Jason Mraz - I’m Yours - C G Am F (play at 75%)
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The diminished chords are seldom
used – never in simple music.
More complex music may use
variations of these chords or some
totally “outside” the key.

Note that every note in the
scale has a corresponding
chord.

Also note that the chords may be major
or minor depending on their position in
the scale.  The upper case numbers are
major chords, the lower case numbers a
minor chords.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7tmCNJZqUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPIyhjSxdEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32hmMYkw24M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02WT6E6RB8w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPKSdf4QplQ


STRUMMING

Learning to strum from a piece of  paper is practically impossible.  We will cover this in class, but if  you 
want to watch the Bernadette Teaches Music 30 Day Challenge, Day 11 you will be ahead of  the class!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8AZLzILn_S4&index=13&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq

Alternative strums
     Basic Down Strum D D D D
     Count 1 2 3 4
     Timing is strict - use a metronome to practice

     Down and Up Strum DUDUDUDU
     Count 1&2&3&4&
     Timing is strict - use a metronome to practice

     Island strum D DU UDU
     Count 1 2& &4&
     Timing is strict - use a metronome to practice

     Country or Swing strum D DUD DU
     Count 1 2&3 4&
     Timing can be strict or a bit syncopated

     Waltz Timing  D U U (there are other possibilities but we won't cover them)
     Count 1 2 3 smoothly

The Metronome

Serious musicians use a metronome when learning.  Eventually, you will develop a feel for the rhythm 
and can rely less on the metronome, but when learning a new technique or a new song, after you have 
the technique or song fairly smooth, then use a metronome to "get it right."

If  you have a smartphone, you will fing a lot of  free metronomes available.  Any of  them will do.

Practicing

Try to practice a few minutes every day.   Leave your ukulele in a safe but convenient place and - every 
day -  pick it up, check the tuning, strum a few chords or pick a few tunes.  Try to decide what you want 
to learn, set a goal, and practice toward that goal for a few minutes.   Practicing often (every day or 
more) is more effective than practicing for a long time but infrequently.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AZLzILn_S4&index=13&list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq


Resources
Bernadette teaches music thirty day challenge

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq
She has lots of  other tutorials too.

UkeAnnapolis website - songs, announcements, teacher list
https://ukeannapolis.wordpress.com

Others to find on YouTube
Cynthia Lin
Stu Fuchs
The Ukulele Teacher
Rock Class 101
James Hill
Ten Thumbs Ukulele

For Serious Students of  the Uke: James Hill, The Ukulele Way 
https://www.theukuleleway.com

Chords 
ukulele-chords.com
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http://ukulele-chords.com/
https://www.theukuleleway.com/
https://ukeannapolis.wordpress.com/
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJFa3EaocfZncpdhCRBCF302yIHnaRxOq

